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l  Focusing	on		
the	photodetector		
with	large	aperture	today.	
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Large aperture photomultiplier	 Semiconductor  
detector	

Hybrid detector	

The	largest	20-inch	(50	cm)	aperture		
	developed	with	single	photon	counKng		
	and	sub-nanosecond	resoluKon	
	for	neutrino	experiments	

Near	side	to	neutrino	source,	
fast	Kme	response	and		
mulK	channel	readout,		
high	magneKc	field	tolerance,	
for	various	applicaKon	
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for	ν-less	double	beta	decay,	Cherenkov	telescope	

		NIGHT	VISION	
GROUP	CO.,	LTD	

Mass Production of MCP-PMT for 
JUNO and Development of 20-inch 

MCP-PMT with TTS Improved 

Ling Ren 
On behalf of MCP-PMT Group 

         North Night Vision Technology Co., Ltd 

 
 
 

AcKve	progress	by	several	manufacturers	

To	get	a	large	aperture		
	with	a	small	sensor	
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l  Large	aperture	photodetectors,	developed	for	proton	decay	
discovery,	are	now	key	technologies	for	neutrinos.	

Irvine–Michigan–Brookhaven	(IMB)	 Kamiokande	

R1449  20″ PMT (Hamamatsu) 

Certified as an  
IEEE milestone 
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1983-1995 1982-1991 

5″ PMT (EMI 9834B/9870B) 

8	kton	water	
(17	×	18	×	23m3)	
2048	PMTs	

3	kton	water	
(16	mH	×	16	mφ)	
948	PMTs	

→ R1408 8″ PMT (Hamamatsu) 
→	Reused	in	Super-K	Outer	Detector	

Led	to	success	in	supernova	ν	detecKons	→	R5912	8”	PMT	for	Super-K	
			→	R5912-HQE	for	IceCube-Gen2	

(October 2014) 

→	Reused	in	KamLAND	
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Hamamatsu	R1449	

1k	PMTs	
/	3	kton	water	

(1983-1996)	

First	20-inch	(50	cm)	Photomul5plier	Tube	(PMT)	

11k	PMTs	
/	50	kton	water	

(1996-	)	

R3600	 (VeneKan	blind	dynode,	improved)	

R7250	

R12850-HQE	
50	cm	Hybrid	Photo-Detector	(HPD)	

R12860-HQE	
50	cm	Box&Line	PMT	

(VeneKan	blind	dynode)	

(Box&Line	dynode)	

(Avalanche	diode)	

50	cm	MCP	PMT	

42	cm	(17”)	Box&Line	PMT	

GDB-6201		
by	NNVT	

Recently	
	developed	
			in	China	

(Box&Line	dynode)	

Installed	in	Super-K,	
For	JUNO	and	Hyper-K	

→	Possible	further	
					improvement	

(Micro-Channel	
	Plate)	

Supernova	ν		
		observa.on!	

ν	oscilla.on		
		discovery!	

with	50	cm	bulb	
														of	R3600	

50	cm	MCP	PMT	
w/	TTS	improved	

R&D1979〜	

Development	of	large	aperture	photo-detectors	is	a	key	to	explore	neutrino	physics.	

R&D	
1986〜	

GDB-6203	by	NNVT	



l High	performance	by		photocathode	and	amplificaKon		
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+2kV,	107gain	

302 A . Suzuk i e t a l . / I mprouemen t o f 20 i n PMTs

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

F i g . 6 . E l ec t ron t r a j ec t or i es s i mu l a t ed f or t he pr esen t 20 i n . PMT dynode .

F i g . 7 . S i mu l a t ed s i ng l e - pho t oe l ec t ron t r ans i t t i me d i s t r i bu t i ons f or t he pr esen t 20 i n . PMT(A) and t he proposed dynode s t ruc t ur es
(B - I ) . One d i v i s i on i n t he f i gur e cor r esponds t o 5 ns .
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Varied	path	L	

Super-K	PMT	
Hamamatsu	R3600	

QE	~22%	
+2kV,	107gain	

high	QE	30-35%	

Efficient		
collec.on	J	Uniform		

path	J	

Box	Li
ne

	

Box&Line	PMT	
Hamamatsu	R12860	

+8kV,	105gain	
high	QE	>30%	

Simple		
inside	
structure	J	

HPD	(Hybrid	PhotoDetector)	
Hamamatsu	R12850	

×1600	

×100	

+	preamp	

20mmΦ	

Short		
path	J	

High	bombardment	gain	J	

High	bias	volt	L	

high	QE	30-35%	

The prototype 

--> with Trans.+Ref.PC  for better QE; 

--> with special MCP for better DE; 

But the TTS will be worse!

➢ How	to			improve	the		TTS

Why is the TTS so Large!

➢With the contribution of the second electron from 

the electrode (30%),  

  the spectrum of the TTS  present several peaks, 

which made it’s TTS worse.

MCP	PMT	
NNVT	GDB-6201	

Efficiency		
recovered	J	
Worse	.ming	L	

e-	

Collect		
backward		
photon	J	

+1.8kV,		
107gain	



l  High	resoluKons	were	achieved	smoothly	as	it	was	designed.	
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Total	Detec^on	Efficiency	of	1	PE	
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		35%	σ	
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Transit	Time	Spread	at	Single	p.e.	 Single	p.e.	charge	

×2	high	detecKon	efficiency		
			and	half	Kme&charge	resoluKons	

×2	high	pressure	bearing	for	Hyper-K	water	height	

improved	from	Super-K	PMTs	
40k	PMTs	for	Hyper-K	
5k	PMTs	for	JUNO	



l Double	detecKon	efficiency	was	achieved.	
¡ Quantum	efficiency	:	22%	peak	in	SK	→		30%	
¡ CollecKon	efficiency	(in	46	cm	φ)	:	73%	→	95%	
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High	resoluKons	were	quickly	achieved	in	the	iniKal	prototype.	
l  Uniform	response	

¡  Improve	overall	uniformity	by	injecKon	posiKons	for	detecKon	efficiency	and	
transit	Kme	within	100	mG	magneKc	field	

l  PMT	base	opKmizaKon	
¡  Pulse	shape	opKmizaKon	
¡  Dynamic	range	

l  Noise	reducKon	
¡  Axer	pulse	rate	reduced	from	30%	to	a	few	%	
¡  Dark	rate	reduced	from	20	kHz	to	6	kHz	(sKll	trying	toward	4	kHz)	

l  Mechanical	strength		
¡  Improved	from	~0.8	MPa	to	over	1.25	MPa	water	pressure	resistance	
¡  Waterproof	housing	was	improved	with	the	hard	material	

l  Confirming	long	operaKon		
¡  3	PMTs	installed	in	200-ton	water	tank	and	operated	for	5	years	since	2014	
¡  Over	hundred	PMTs	were	installed	in	Super-K	in	2018	
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l About	140	PMTs	were	measured	in	Kamioka.	
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2. Experiment Method 

A dark room, surrounded by Helmholtz coils in all 3 
spatial directions, was set up to measure 7 PMTs 
simultaneously. We kept 1 PMT as the reference at 
channel 7 while replaced the 6 others with different 
PMTs everyday. Data were taken both in the morning 
and at midnight for the same set of PMTs. The room 
temperature was monitored to be stable around 25 ∘C 
with small fluctuations. The laser diodes were set to ! 
= 405 nm, with beam width tuned to 150 ps that gave 
the occupancy of 0.09 PE/event. 

During the experiment, the reference PMT was also 
measured at different channels (positions) to calculate 
the channel(position) difference. This helped to reduce 
the systematic uncertainties caused by different 
electronic noises and magnetic fields

The Calibration and Evaluation of 140 20-inch Box and Line 
Photomultiplier Tubes Designed for Hyper-Kamiokande

Junjie Xia*1, Yasuhiro Nishimura1, Christophe Bronner2, Toshiki Mochizuki1,  
for the Hyper-Kamiokande Proto-Collaboration 

1Institute for Cosmic Ray Research (ICRR), University of Tokyo 
2Kamioka Observatory, University of  Tokyo

1. Introduction 

Hyper-Kamiokande (Hyper-K), the next generation of 
underground water Cherenkov detector, is 8 times larger in 
fiducial volume than its predecessor—Super-Kamiokande (SK). 
In Hyper-K, there will be around 40,000 photomultiplier tubes 
(PMTs) looking at the inner tank. The new Box&Line (B&L) 
PMTs R12860 may comprise a large portion of the total Hyper-K 
inner photodetector population. To verify the quality of a recent 
production, we investigated and installed a sample group of HK 
B&L PMTs in SK. Compared to the SK Venetian blind PMT, the 
Hyper-K B&L PMT has much better quantum efficiency (QE) 
(22% for SK PMT and 30% for Hyper-K PMT, both measured at 
! = 390 nm), meanwhile its single photoelectron (SPE) signal 
pulse is more distinctive with better transit time spread (TTS) and 
SPE charge resolution. These were confirmed with our 
measurement of 145 HK B&L PMTs. This summer, 136 out of 
the 145 PMTs were installed inside SK.
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The results of 145 PMTs at 1.4×107 gain. We decided certain ranges for each parameter value for the installation in the SK 
tank, which are plotted with magenta dotted lines in the corresponding plots respectively.

Figure-2: Measurement Results
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Figure-1: Data Sample&Experimental Setup

Table 1 shows the comparison based on the averages of 6 SK 
Venetian blind PMTs and 145 Hyper-K B&L PMTs. TTS 
was determined from the FWHM of different SPE signal 
arrival time. SPE resolution was determined by the ratio of 
SPE peak sigma value to its peak charge position.

In Fig.1 - Top left: layout inside the dark room; Top right: 
the difference in magnetic field after Helmholtz coil 
correction; bottom 2: the charge and time data of SPE.

SK PMT Hyper-K B&L PMT

TTS (ns) 6.73 2.59

SPE Resolution 60.1% 30.8%

Table-1: SK&HK PMT Comparison

3.Conclusion&Outlook 

NO PMT was rejected from the installation based on our experiment.  Further calibration will take place when the tank gets full.
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2. Experiment Method 

A dark room, surrounded by Helmholtz coils in all 3 
spatial directions, was set up to measure 7 PMTs 
simultaneously. We kept 1 PMT as the reference at 
channel 7 while replaced the 6 others with different 
PMTs everyday. Data were taken both in the morning 
and at midnight for the same set of PMTs. The room 
temperature was monitored to be stable around 25 ∘C 
with small fluctuations. The laser diodes were set to ! 
= 405 nm, with beam width tuned to 150 ps that gave 
the occupancy of 0.09 PE/event. 

During the experiment, the reference PMT was also 
measured at different channels (positions) to calculate 
the channel(position) difference. This helped to reduce 
the systematic uncertainties caused by different 
electronic noises and magnetic fields

The Calibration and Evaluation of 140 20-inch Box and Line 
Photomultiplier Tubes Designed for Hyper-Kamiokande

Junjie Xia*1, Yasuhiro Nishimura1, Christophe Bronner2, Toshiki Mochizuki1,  
for the Hyper-Kamiokande Proto-Collaboration 

1Institute for Cosmic Ray Research (ICRR), University of Tokyo 
2Kamioka Observatory, University of  Tokyo

1. Introduction 

Hyper-Kamiokande (Hyper-K), the next generation of 
underground water Cherenkov detector, is 8 times larger in 
fiducial volume than its predecessor—Super-Kamiokande (SK). 
In Hyper-K, there will be around 40,000 photomultiplier tubes 
(PMTs) looking at the inner tank. The new Box&Line (B&L) 
PMTs R12860 may comprise a large portion of the total Hyper-K 
inner photodetector population. To verify the quality of a recent 
production, we investigated and installed a sample group of HK 
B&L PMTs in SK. Compared to the SK Venetian blind PMT, the 
Hyper-K B&L PMT has much better quantum efficiency (QE) 
(22% for SK PMT and 30% for Hyper-K PMT, both measured at 
! = 390 nm), meanwhile its single photoelectron (SPE) signal 
pulse is more distinctive with better transit time spread (TTS) and 
SPE charge resolution. These were confirmed with our 
measurement of 145 HK B&L PMTs. This summer, 136 out of 
the 145 PMTs were installed inside SK.
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The results of 145 PMTs at 1.4×107 gain. We decided certain ranges for each parameter value for the installation in the SK 
tank, which are plotted with magenta dotted lines in the corresponding plots respectively.

Figure-2: Measurement Results
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Figure-1: Data Sample&Experimental Setup

Table 1 shows the comparison based on the averages of 6 SK 
Venetian blind PMTs and 145 Hyper-K B&L PMTs. TTS 
was determined from the FWHM of different SPE signal 
arrival time. SPE resolution was determined by the ratio of 
SPE peak sigma value to its peak charge position.

In Fig.1 - Top left: layout inside the dark room; Top right: 
the difference in magnetic field after Helmholtz coil 
correction; bottom 2: the charge and time data of SPE.

SK PMT Hyper-K B&L PMT

TTS (ns) 6.73 2.59

SPE Resolution 60.1% 30.8%

Table-1: SK&HK PMT Comparison

3.Conclusion&Outlook 

NO PMT was rejected from the installation based on our experiment.  Further calibration will take place when the tank gets full.
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➢ 1.2    the 20 inch prototypes with normal performance

HV Gain P/V Rise Time Fall Time
Dark rate  

@1E7 Gain(0.25PE)
QE@400nm CE

2000V ~1E7 ~3 ~1.2ns ~15ns ~50kHz 25% 70%

➢   IN 2014, the 20inch glass was produced, and also the 20 inch MCP-PMT was produced 
with two shapes, vertical and horizontal ones, and both of them were good at the SPE test. 

➢   The performances of these types of 20 inch MCP-PMT were as good as the 8 inch ones.
➢   And we did lots of work to improve the QE and CE, but the CE was still only 70%. 

The 20 inch MCP-PMT prototype The SPE of the  MCP-PMT prototype

10 

• The final design is finished with multiple 
waterproof layers;  

 - stainless-steel shell acts as a pressure-
resistant container; 
 - epoxy/Polyurethane is used for structural 
adhesion between shell and glass; 
 - Butyl tape is for the first layer of water 
sealing; 

PMT potting 
see poster # D_79  for more information  

 
• 200 prototypes have been  produced and tested; 
- 100 samples each for MCP PMT and Hamamatsu 

PMT 
- temperature cycling test 
- Long-term  water-tight test (half a year up to now) 
- Accelerated aging test 
- No leaking observed so far 

• Start potting of the real PMTs from  Jan. 2019 

MCP PMT Hamamatsu  PMT 

200 prototypes Water tight test Accelerated aging test 

SS shell 

epoxy 

Butyl 
tape 

S.Qian	(ICHEP2018,	etc.)	

1) Using two sets of Microchannel plates (MCPs) to replace the dynode chain 
2) Using transmission photocathode (front hemisphere) 
              and reflection photocathode (back hemisphere)

High photon detection efficiency Single photoelectron Detection Low cost� �

Photon Detection Efficiency: 15% à 30%  ;  ×~2  at least !

~ 4π viewing angle!

1.Insulated trestle table 

2.Anode 

3.MCP dodule 

4.Bracket of the cables 

5.Transmission Photocathode 

6.Glass shell 

7.Reflection Photocathode 

8.Glass joint

PD = QETrans*CE +TRPhotoQERef *CE = 30%*70% + 40%*30%*70%= 30%

100%

40%

30%

70%

30%

100%

30%

40%

30% 70%

Transmission rate of the glass: 40% 
Quantum Efficiency (QE) :  of Transmission Photocathode 30% ; of Reflection Photocathode 30% ;  

Collection Efficiency (CE)  of MCP : 70%;

➢ 1.1   the primary design of the MCP-PMT in 2009

Waterproofing	by	IHEP	

Primary	design	

➢  The Transmission + Reflection  QE of the Photocathode 

The High Collection Efficiency MCP

Good situation� 

à Improve the total QE; 

à Improve the Detection Efficiency;

➢ Dynode: A mesh  
covering the dynode

➢ MCP: Special MCP  
for CE~100%

Bad situation: 

à Larger Dark count; 

à larger TTS;

Design	for	JUNO	

Hamamatsu	R12860	NNVT	GDB6201	

Borosilicate	glass,	Sb-K-Cs	photocathode	
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High voltage divider 
� the final design finished, mass production is  
under preparation  
• Two types:  MCP PMT and dynode PMT  
• DC current &HV:    <300µA@3000V, Gain 107, Positive HV, 
• Dynamic range & Linearity  
    - full dynamic range:  4000 p.e  
    - non-linearity:   < 10%  for 1000 p.e;  
• Overshoot and ringing:    < 1%  
• Smooth signal shape:   Rise/Falling time:  3ns/12ns 
• Reliability:  failure rate  < 0.1% / 6 year  

 �  Flasher rate is significantly reduced by improvement 
on soldering  

       -  original flasher rate : 0.1@1500v to 1Hz@3000v 
       - after improvement : 10-4Hz @ 3000V 

see poster D_71 for more 
information  

design of MCP PMT high voltage divider  

MCP PMT  signal 

High voltage divider Flasher test  setup Flasher test results 

s.p.e,   
  2mV/div 

50ns/div 

20 inch PMTs Dynode-PMTs MCP-PMTprototype ~6047 MCP-PMTs

TTS @ FWHM 2.8 ns 13.2 ns 20.2ns

TTS @sigma 1.19 ns 5.62ns 8.61ns

RT @ Gain~1X10^7 6.7 ns 1.2 ns 1.4 ns

FT @ Gain~1X10^7 17.7 ns 10.2 ns 25.4 ns

➢  2.2  The  Batch Result —   The  time characteristics of the PMTs

—The Rise time of the MCP-PMTs is really fast within 1.4ns for the average of 6K pics.
—For better shape of the waveform, the Fall time is enlarged from 10ns to 25ns in production.   

  The TTS of the MCP-PMTs is also enlarged:

   from the prototype data 13ns  to  

   20ns in mass production process

                                             
--> the large area photocathode for better QE,

--> the special MCPs for better CE,   
--> the special HV distribution for better SPE,   

Waveform of the MCP-PMTTTS of the MCP-PMT

Characteristics unit MCP-PMT�IHEP� Dynode-PMT

 Electron Multiplier -- MCP Dynode

 QuantumEfficiency�400nm� % 26 (T), 30 (T+R) 30%

Relativity Detection Efficiency % ~ 100% 90%

P/V of  SPE ~5.6 ��3

TTS on the top point ns ~12ns 3ns

Glass -- Low-Potassium Glass normal glass SPE of the Prototype 

➢ 1.4   the 20 inch  prototypes with HDE performance--2015

➢   The QE of the Trans.+Ref. photocathode together could be 30% @400nm; The CE of 

the MCP increased to 100%, so the total DE of the MCP-PMT could be 30%@400nm; 

➢   The Glass of the MCP-PMT is also special with the low potassium  glass to decrease 

the radioactivity of the PMT materials. 

➢ Because of the large area Trans.+Ref. photocathode, the high collection efficiency 

MCPs, the small electronic focus, the TTS of the 20inch MCP-PMT was worse. 

Hamamatsu R12860 MCP-PMT

Rise Time Fall Time

R12860 ~6.7ns ~17.7ns

MCP-PMT ~2.2ns ~10.2ns

➢ 3.1.2  Waveform of the Prototype

Type 
20′′ 

GDB-6201 
Min. Typ. Max. 

Spectral Range(nm)   
Maximum sensitivity at (nm) 

300-650 
380 

Sensitivity  
    Luminous(µA/lm) 
    QE at 405 nm(%) 

 
80 
30 

Supply Voltage(V) 1500 1750 2000 

Gain 
Anode Dark Current(nA) 
Background Noise@22℃(cps) 
Single Electron Spectrum  
    Energy Resolution(%) 
    Peak to Valley Ratio 

 
 
 
 
 
3 

1×107 

150 
30 k 

 
35 
7 

 
1000 
100 k 

 
 
10 

Anode Pulse   
    Rise Time(ns) 
    TTS ( FWHM) (ns) 

 
1.4 
15 

Linearity @10% (P.E.) 800 1000 1400 

After pulse ratio(%) 1 

Background radioactive  
238U (Bq/kg)  
232Th (Bq/kg)  
40K (Bq/kg)  

 
2.5 
0.5 
0.3 
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5th International Workshop on New Photon-Detectors(PD18) 6 

1.2 The improvement of QE in 2018 

@420nm 

@420nm 
The result was published in 
ICHEP2018 in Seoul by IHEP. PDE is 
largely improved to 30.1% from 
27.5%. 

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

200 300 400 500 600 700 800

After improved

Before improved

@405nm 

Feb Mar Apr May 

The Diameter of the MCP:  33mm;  50mm; 
The Diameter of the Hole:  6um;  8um; 10um; 12um; 
The Inclined Angle: 0°� 8°� 12°� 

The Open Area Ratio: 60%�77%� 
The Depth of output electrode:……

change

CE = 70%

CE = 100%

The p.e. into the channel 
directly ~70%

The p.e. into the channel 
directly ~70% 
The p.e. from the electrod 
indirectly ~ 30%

➢ How to improve the Collection Efficiency of the MCP modules

How to improve the CE of the MCP, please see the poster by Shulin
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Single PE RESULT
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Latest:	4.3ns	FWHM	

Latest	

TTS	was	dramaKcally	improved	by	adding	electrodes.	



l  LAPPDTM		-	Large	Area	Picosecond	Photodetector	
¡ By	Incom,	Argonne	NaKonal	Labs,	and	the	University	of	Chicago	
¡ Extremely	high	resoluKons	of	~mm	spaKal	and	~50ps	
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h}ps://incomusa.com/lappd/		
	

NIM	A	936	(2019)	527-531	Argonne 6 cm × 6 cm MCP-PMT

▪ A glass bottom plate with stripline anode readout
▪ A glass side wall that is glass-frit bonded to the bottom plate
▪ A pair of MCPs (20µm pore) separated by a grid spacer.
▪ Three glass grid spacers.
▪ A glass top window with a bialkali (K, Cs) photocathode. 
▪ An indium seal between the top window and the sidewall.

A very flexible platform for R&D efforts! 4

Incom Inc. LAPPD Performance, VCI19, Feb 18 – 22, 2019, Vienna, Austria 

LAPPD features 

Active area 92% 

Incom 
MCPs 

• Glass/ceramic body 
• Large Active Area: 195 x 195 mm2 

• Picosecond timing resolution 
• mm spatial resolution 
• QE >20% w/bi-alkali photocathode 
• Fused Silica/Borosilicate window 
• Flat square geometry, high filling factor 
• Lower Cost per Unit Area 

23mm 

8 

50Ω impedance 

Pin-free design 

195mm×195mm	
	acKve	area	



l 		
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PD18,	VCI2019	

Figure 3: QE maps measured for LAPPD37, LAPPD38, LAPPD39 and
LAPPD40. Average QE values are indicated in the figures.

corresponding gains measured in LAPPD39 and LAPPD40 are
presented in Figure 4. To plot the pulse height distributions
shown in Figure 4 a data set of 10000 waveforms recorded with
DRS4 digitizers was analyzed. In the recent LAPPDs a gain
of 107 was achieved at a reasonably low dark count rate (see
below) and MCP voltage setting.

Figure 4: Single photoelectron pulse height distributions measured in
LAPPD39 and LAPPD40 at various MCP voltages. The respective gain val-
ues calculated from the pulse height distributions are also shown.

Dark count rate. The dark count rate has been tremendously
reduced compared to earlier tiles as shown in Figure 5 on ex-
ample of LAPPD39 and LAPPD40. In LAPPD39 the dark rate
stayed below 1000 Hz/cm2 (dashed red line in the plots) within
the full range of MCP and photocathode voltages up to MCP
gain of 107. At optimal operation conditions with 200V at the

photocathode and a gain of 6 · 106 the observed dark count rate
was only 100 Hz/cm2. For LAPPD40 the dark count rate was
well below 1000 Hz/cm2 up to a gain of 6 · 106. The orange
line on the plots represents the dark rate by MCPs only with the
reversed photoelectron extraction field.

Figure 5: Dark count rate as a function of MCP voltage measured at various
photoelectron extraction fields or photocathode voltages.

Timing Resolution. A key feature of LAPPD is its picosec-
ond timing ability. Arival time jitter of photoelectron signal
measured in LAPPD40 at 400V bias between the photocath-
ode and top face of the entry MCP is shown in Figure 6a.
From a Gaussian fit the measured Transit Time Variation �

meas

was calculated to be 79pS. Given the assumption above that
�2

meas

= �2
LAPPD

+ �2
laser

, the LAPPD transit time variation
�

LAPPD

was calculated to be about 50pS. It was also shown in
Figure 6b that the measured transit time variation is a function
of photoelectron extraction field. At a photoelectron extraction
field that corresponds to 200V potential di↵erence between the
photocathode and the entry MCP �

meas

approaches about 80pS
(that corresponds to �

LAPPD

of 50pS).

(a) (b)

Figure 6: a) Transit Time Variation measured in LAPPD40 at 400V bias be-
tween the photocathode and top face of the entry MCP; b) Transit Time Varia-
tion as a function of photoelectron extraction field.

Spatial Resolution. In LAPPD31 the relative arrival time
sigma of pulses observed at both ends of a strip was 36pS at
one position, as shown in Figure 7a. At a scale of 11.4 pS/mm
this leads to a position uncertainty of 3.2 mm. This result does
not include 25pS uncertainty in the DRS4 timestamps so it does
not fully represent the best achievable resolution of LAPPD.
Reconstructed signal position along the strip as a function of
laser position is shown in Figure 7b. Across-strip position de-
termined from a centroid calculation that uses charge measured

3

Incom Inc. LAPPD Performance, VCI19, Feb 18 – 22, 2019, Vienna, Austria 

Spatial Resolution 

DRS4 waveform samplers 

Pulses observed at both 
ends of a strip. 

Jitter in Δt for a fixed 
laser position 

Along a Strip  

Center of Mass of 
five  adjacent strip 
signals 

Across Strips 

FWHM 
2.4mm 

St. dev. from 
linear fit 0.75mm 

Reconstructed position 
vs laser position 

12 

Incom Inc. LAPPD Performance, VCI19, Feb 18 – 22, 2019, Vienna, Austria 

Time Resolution  
Testing at Iowa State University, Matt Wetstein, ANNIE Program 

 

64 psec with 40pS 
FWHM laser 
pulses 

13 

LAPPD25 LAPPD25 

Assuming σMeas
2  =  σLAPPD

2  +  σLaserWidth
2 the extracted TTS is 50pS 

(~50	psec	intrinsic)	

on five adjacent strips can be seen in Figure 7c. The centroids
were derived using distribution of the signal between the five
adjacent strip as a function of incident laser cross-strip posi-
tion. The reconstructed position calculated from center of mass
position in five adjacent strips is shown in Figure 7d. Across
strip position resolution calculated as a standard deviation from
the linear fit was 0.76mm.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Measurements of spatial resolution of LAPPD (example of
LAPPD31). a) Distribution of relative arrival times at a fixed laser position on
the strip. Position resolution can be calculated from a Gaussian fit. b) Recon-
structed position along the strip as a function of laser position. c) Distribution
of the signal amplitude as a function of the laser position measured in 5 adja-
cent strips. d) Reconstructed position across the strips as a function of laser
position. Standard deviation from the linear fit defines the position resolution.

GEN II LAPPD development. As mentioned above second
generation LAPPDs are characterized by an alumina ceramic
body and capacitively coupled redout. At the time of writing
several Gen II LAPPDs were successfully sealed. Some test re-
sults measured in LAPPD38 Figure 8a are presented in Figure
8. A high QE photocathode was demonstrated in the ceramic
package (Figure 3b. Single photoelectron pulse height distri-
butions and gain as function of MCP voltage recorded directly
from the anode are shown in Figure 8b and Figure 8c respec-
tively. Another Gen II LAPPD LAPPD36 is being installed near
the beamline in FNAL to investigate its performance in the ex-
perimental environment.

5. Summary

Incom has brought LAPPD technology through a comission-
ing phase to a pilot production phase. Presently LAPPDs are
being supplied to early adopters (e.g. ANNIE experiment) for
”real environment” testing. Recently produced LAPPDs exhibit
the following characteristics:

• high gain of 107,

Figure 8: Preliminary test results for the second generation LAPPD
(LAPPD38). a) A photograph of sealed GEN II LAPPD in the Ultem hous-
ing. Pad readout PCB board is shown next to it. b) Single photoelectron pulse
height distributions acquired at various MCP voltages. c) Gain as a function of
MCP voltage derived from the distributions.

• high photocathode QE of up to 25% ,

• low noise of 100Hz/cm2 at a gain of 6 · 106,

• mm scale position resolution (electronics limited),

• timing resolution of 50pS (electronics limited).

These features make LAPPD a good candicate to be em-
ployed in a number of applications in neutrino and rare-decay
experiments, particle collider experments and others. Several
Gen II LAPPD tiles have been produced exhibiting similar per-
formance as in Gen I LAPPDs.
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• high photocathode QE of up to 25% ,

• low noise of 100Hz/cm2 at a gain of 6 · 106,

• mm scale position resolution (electronics limited),

• timing resolution of 50pS (electronics limited).

These features make LAPPD a good candicate to be em-
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l  GEM(Gas	Electron	MulKplier)	with	photocathode	for	photon	
detecKon	
¡  micromegas	(Micro-MEsh	Gaseous	Structure),		

RPC	(ResisKve	Plate	Chamber),	etc.	
l  Stability	and	selecKon	
	of	the	photocathode		
are	essenKal.	
¡  For	long	operaKon	
¡  SensiKve	wavelength	

l  Many	small	prototypes	
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Micropattern gaseous detectors  

Triple-GEM
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Status and perspectives of gaseous photon detectors

João Veloso

Radiation Detection and Medical Imaging
I3N, Departamento de Física, Universidade de Aveiro

  

h}ps://rich2018.org/indico/event/1/contribuKons/77/a}achments/34/54/GPM-20.pdf		

COMPASS	RICH-1	PDs	(600	×	600	mm2)	

lowed by a MM; the top of the first THGEM is coated with a
CsI film and acts as a reflective photocathode. In this configura-
tion the feedback from photons generated in the multiplication
processes is suppressed by the presence of the THGEM layers
and the large majority of the ions from the MM multiplication
are collected at the MM mesh. The signal development time is
⇠ 100 ns.

Each of the four new COMPASS RICH-1 PDs has 600 ⇥
600 mm2 and is formed by two identical modules (of 600 ⇥
300 mm2) arranged side by side.

Figure 2: Two Micromegas mounted side by side in a PD.The pillars that pre-
serve the distance between the micromesh and the THGEM above it are also
visible.

The MMs (Fig.2) were produced at CERN using the bulk
technology [4] on a custom, pad segmented anode; they have a
128 µm gap and a square array of 300 µm diameter pillars with
2 mm pitch.

The THGEMs (Fig.3) are made from standard PCB material
and their geometrical parameters are: thickness = 470 µm (400
µm dielectric, 2 ⇥ 35 µm copper), hole diameter = 400 µm,
pitch = 800 µm; the holes are rimless. The THGEM top and
bottom electrodes are segmented in 12 parallel sectors, sepa-
rated by 0.7 mm clearance, each biased via an individual (1 G⌦)
resistor. The two THGEMs are staggered, providing maximal
misalignment between the two set of holes: this configuration
increases the PD electrical stability.

Figure 3: A Au coated THGEM ready for insertion in the CsI evaporation plant.

A specific protocol for production and validation of the
THGEMs has been applied, consisting in: preselection of
raw PCB material for homogeneous thickness, polishing after

drilling with fine pumice powder, cleaning with high pressure
water and ultrasonic bath with a basic (PH11) solution, detailed
optical inspection, test of electrical strength, measurement of
gain uniformity and long test of discharge rates under illumina-
tion by X-rays. The selected THGEMs were then coated with
Ni (5µm) and Au (0.2µm) (see Fig.3); half of them were subject
to a further coating with a 300 nm CsI layer to become reflective
photocathodes. The quantum e�ciency (QE) of the CsI pho-
tocathodes is measured inside the evaporation plant after the
coating process: the uniformity level is ⇠ 3% r.m.s. within a
photocathode and ⇠ 10% between di↵erent photocathodes.

To preserve the QE all operations of transport and installation
are performed under controlled atmosphere, in dedicated glove-
bexes (Fig.4).

Figure 4: The glove box matching the RICH vessel mechanics used for the
installation of the new PDs on the RICH.

The hybrid PD anode is segmented in 7.5⇥7.5 mm2 pads
with 0.5 mm interpad clearence and each pad is biased at pos-
itive voltage (⇠ 620 V) via an individual (470 M⌦) resistor;
the MM micromesh, being the only non-segmented electrode,
is kept at ground potential. This configuration prevents occa-
sional discharges from propagating to neighboring pads, limits
the voltage drop su↵ered by the pads surrounding a tripping one
to about 2 V, (corresponding to a gain drop ⇠ 4%) and allows
restoring the nominal voltage in few seconds. It also allows nor-
mal operation of the detector even in the case one anodic pad
is shorted to ground potential (a few cases appeared during the
runs 2016 and 2017, resulting in a total of less than 0.1% dead
MM area). The signal is transmitted from the anode pad via ca-
pacitive coupling to a readout pad facing it, buried inside the an-
ode PCB (at 70 µm distance from the anode pad) and connected
to the front-end board connector. The resistive-capacitive pad
scheme dumps the e↵ects of discharges and protects the front-
end electronics.

The novel hybrid PDs are operated on COMPASS RICH-1
with an Ar/CH4 = 50/50 gas mixture. The ion back-flow to the
THGEM photocathode, in the standard operating conditions has
been measured to be  3% (see Fig.5).

2

+	CsI	photocathode	
h}ps://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2019.01.058		



l Hybrid	Phototube	with	phosphor	
l Hybrid	SiPD	(VSiPM,	..)	
l Hybrid	Avalanche	diode	photodetector	(HAPD	or	HPD)	
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stage results in an excellent single photoelectron resolution 
and together with high accelerating voltage allows to keep low 
the time jitter of the phototube. The QUASAR-370 phototube 
has a nonspherical mushroom shape of its glass bulb to 
provide more isochronic photoelectron trajectories. The 
maximum transit time difference of photoelectrons is less than 
1 ns. 

 

B. Single photoelectron resolution of QUASAR-370. 
The single photoelectron resolution of the QUASAR-370 

phototube is defined mainly by the gain G of the electro-
optical preamplifier. G is the ratio of the number of 
photoelectrons Np.e._pmt detected by the small PMT to the 
number of photoelectrons Np.e._preamp emitted at the 
preamplifier photocathode:  

 
G = Np.e._pmt  / Np.e._preamp (1) 
 

Y(Ee) – scintillator’s light yield as a function of photoelectron 
kinetic energy Ee, � - light collection efficiency, � - effective 
collection efficiency of the small PMT. 

Fig.2 shows typical charge distribution for a few 
photoelectrons pulses of QUASAR-370. The high 
amplification factor of the first stage allows to separate pulses 
of one, two, three and identify even a hump due to four 
photoelectron events. One can conclude that the higher level of 
the first stage gain G the better single photoelectron resolution. 

 

C. Timing of QUASAR-370. 
A single photoelectron pulse of QUASAR-370 is a 

superposition of G single photoelectron pulses of the small 

PMT, distributed exponentially in time:  
 
P(t) = (1/�)exp(-1/�) (2) 

with � being the decay time constant of the scintillator.  
The best time resolution (jitter) is reached by using a double 
threshold, “slow-fast” discriminator [4]. It consists of two 
discriminators with different thresholds and integration 
constants: a timing, “fast”, discriminator with a threshold of 
0.25q1 and a strobing, “slow”, discriminator with a threshold 
of 0.25Q1 (q1 and Q1 are the mean charges of single 
photoelectron pulses of the small PMT and the electro-optical 
preamplifier respectively).  

Events arrival time is defined by the front edge of the first of 
the G single photoelectron pulses of the small PMT. Typical 
single photoelectron transit time distribution of QUASAR-370 
measured by such technique is shown in fig. 3. In this case, the 
transit time distribution of single photoelectron pulses of the 

Fig. 1. The Quasar-370 hybrid phototube  
 

Fig. 2. Charge distribution of multi photoelectron pulses of the QUASAR-
370 phototube with YSO scintillator.  

Fig. 3. Single photoelectron transit time distribution of the QUASAR-370 
phototube. 
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and S-O. Flyckt of Philips Laboratories [5]. 
This term will be defined later in the paper.  

A photodetector should have:  
a) as high as possible sensitivity to 

Cherenkov light in water. Because the 
Cherenkov light spectrum has a ~1/λ2 
behavior, it meant automatically that the 
photodetector should have high blue 
sensitivity;  

b) large angular acceptance with sensitive 
area as large as possible, because it was 
realized since the beginning that 
planned neutrino detectors will be very 
sparsely-instrumented arrays to 
overview huge volumes;  

c) time resolution as high as possible, 
because time resolution will define the 
angular resolution of the arrays and 
facilitate background suppression;  

d) single photoelectron resolution as high 
as possible. In other words, the 
phototube should be as ‘smart’ as 
possible, because it was thought that 
with good enough separation between 
single and two photoelectron peaks it 
would be possible to suppress 
effectively the ocean light background 
due to K40 decay;  

e) dark current counting rate as low as 
possible, because it was thought the 
level of light background from natural 
water would be low.  

 

 
Fig.1. Optical module of DUMAND [7] 
 
The above-listed requirements resulted in 

the desired design of photodetector for this kind 
of application – a photodetector with a large 
hemispherical photocathode to provide a good 
angular acceptance and probably good 
isochronity of photoelectrons trajectories, 
resulting in good time resolution. The 
photocathode material should be bialkali 
K2CsSb for high sensitivity in blue region of the 

spectrum and have low thermionic noise. The 
photodetector should be enclosed in a housing 
to withstand high hydrostatic pressure. The 
photodetector size is restricted by pressure 
housing dimension. At that time not much was 
known of environmental influences on the 
parameters of the planned arrays or of the 
photodetector performances required.  

 

 
Fig.2. European optical module of DUMAND [9] 

 
The first neutrino telescope project was 

DUMAND (Deep Underwater Muon and 
Neutrino Detector) [6]. In that very early effort 
to implement a neutrino telescope in deep 
ocean water, two competing tendencies in 
photodetector development manifested 
themselves very clearly. The DUMAND ‘Japan 
optical module’ (JOM), (Fig. 1), was based on 
R2018 16” hemispherical classical PMT 
especially developed for the project by 
Hamamatsu and named the “DUMAND PMT” 
[7]. 

Van Aller, Flyckt and their colleagues from 
Philips Laboratories at Brive la Gaillarde, 
France (now Photonis) developed the “Smart” 
hybrid phototube XP2600 [8]. The ‘European 
optical module’ (EOM) [9] based on the 
XP2600, (Fig. 2), was developed during the 
final stages of DUMAND project. 
Unfortunately, DUMAND was terminated and 
didn’t get further development; see [10] for 
more details. 

 
2. Currently running neutrino telescopes. 

Despite a lot of work having been done in 
the frame of deep underwater neutrino 
telescope development, until recently the only 
operating deep underwater neutrino telescope 
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Photonics K.K.), which generates short light pulses with a pulse
width less than 40 ps and a 405 nm wavelength. The spot size of
the laser light on the photocathode surface is typically ϕ 2 mm.
Signals from the H6533 PMT are divided into two; one read by a
CAMAC ADC, and the other discriminated and read by a CAMAC
TDC.

3.1. Photo-gain

Fig. 3 shows the measured photo-gain in the first stage (G) as a
function of V ([kV]). Here the photo-gain G is defined as the ratio of
number of photoelectrons detected by the H6533 PMT with and

without the first stage tube, and can be expressed as

G¼QE"
V#E0
1000

" Y " η ð1Þ

where QE is the quantum efficiency of the photocathode, E0 is the
average energy loss in the aluminum back and energy loss due to
back scattering from the phosphor (KeV), Y is the light yield of the
phosphor (counts/MeV) and η is light transport efficiency. It is seen
that the light guide greatly improves the light transport efficiency.
We have obtained G¼3.0 with the light guide and the maximum
photocathode-phosphor high voltage V¼12 kV. The observed
saturation of the photo-gain at around V¼10 kV is explained that
photo-electrons cannot be fully stopped because of the limited
phosphor thickness.

Fig. 4 shows the position dependence of the photo-gain. The
surface scan was made by moving the photodetector mounted on
an X–Y stage. The incident photon direction is kept parallel to the
tube axis during the scan. The observed donut-like structure is
explained by photons in the high photo-gain region having two
chances for photoelectron conversions; the first one at incidence
on the photocathode, and the second one after reflecting
back from the wall on the rear side of the tube and hitting the
photocathode.
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Fig. 1. Concept of a large area photodetector with a fast phosphor anode.
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Fig. 3. Measured photo-gain as a function of the photocathode-phosphor high
voltage.

Fig. 4. Measured position dependence of the photo-gain.
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3.2. Time resolution

Fig. 5 shows the TDC distribution of the signal pulses for single
photon irradiation at the center of the photocathode. The obtained
time resolution is 1.1 ns in FWHM. Possible contributions to the
time resolution come from the decay time of scintillation light in
the phosphor (τ! 250 ps), T.T.S. in the first stage (σ1) and T.T.S. in
the second stage (σ2). A fit of the observed time distribution with
an exponential curve, e" t=τ , convoluted with a Gaussian with
σ ¼

ffiffi
ð

p
σ21þσ22Þ, yields σ ! 170 ps and τ! 900 ps. While the

obtained total T.T.S. (σ) is understood by the known T.T.S. in the
first and second stages, we need further study to understand the
reason why the obtained time constant τ! 900 ps is much larger
than the expectation τ! 250 ps.

4. Summary and discussions

In summary, we are testing a large photodetector with a fast
phosphor anode. We have produced and tested 8-in. prototype
tubes, using the “J9758” phosphor for demonstration of the
concept. We have obtained the photo-gain G! 3:0 and the time

resolution of 1.1 ns in FWHM. In future, we plan to test the
prototype with a Geiger-mode APD (Avalanche Photo-Diode), such
as SiPM (Silicon Photomultiplier) or MPPC (Multi-Pixel Photon
Counter), for the second stage readout sensor. If we assume that
the SiPM or MPPC has a photo detection efficiency (PDE) of 30%
and is operated with discrimination threshold at 1.5 photo-elec-
trons, the efficiency to detect a photo-electron from the first stage
photo-cathode (ϵ) reaches ϵ! 90%, therefore, practically no sig-
nificant loss in efficiency even with the two-stage detection. The
obtained time resolution of 1.1 ns (FWHM) is good and will be
useful to improve the vertex resolution in the next-generation
neutrino experiments. For future development, new phosphor
materials with higher light yield would be of great benefit. With
a solid-state device (SiPM or MPPC) used in the second stage, the
production cost will be dominated by the first stage vacuum tube
equipped with non-active components; the photo-cathode and the
phosphor target. Such simplicity in the structure has potential to
provide a cost-effective way to instrument large surface with
many large sensors.
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Fig. 1. Structure of developed 2-inch H-MPPC is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. A photograph of developed 2-inch H-MPPC is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Calculated collection efficiency of photoelectron from photocathode to MPPC is
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Photocathode quantum efficiency of developed H-MPPC is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Capability of single photon detection is shown in Fig. 5.
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37%	QE	at	peak	

2	SiPM	 ZJ9496	 ZJ9498	

Photocathode	dia.	 46	mm	 46	mm	

SiEM	size	 3×3	mm2	 3×3	mm2	

Pixel	size	 25×25	μm2	 50×50	μm2	

Fill	factor	 47	 74	



Prospect	
l  High	dark	rate	in	SiPM	ma}ers	at	SPE,	which	is	different	from	HAPD.	
l  Linearity	and	dynamic	range	might	be	limited.	

¡  Slow	response	in	high	light	yield	might	be	useful	to	avoid	saturaKon	by	amplifier.	
l  General	concern	using	SiPM	inside	

¡  SiPM	can	emit	photons,	though	it	can	be	shaded	on	the	surface.	
l  Larger	dimension	of	SiPM	for	larger	photocathode	might	be	difficult.	
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Possible	improvement	of	
posi.on	reconstruc.on	
	using	.ming	shiR	and		
		mul.-channel	readout	

The development and performance evaluation of an HPD for Hyper-K Miao JIANG

efficiency (CE). According to the result provided by Hamamatsu, a f20 mm AD can make the CE
reach to about 93% while the CE of a f5 mm AD is less than 10%. However, with the increasing
area of AD, the junction capacitance also becomes larger: about 800 pF for f20 mm AD, while
about 60 pF for f5 mm AD. A larger junction capacitance leads to a higher noise level, a longer
time constant of the readout circuit, therefore to worse energy and time resolution.

Two countermeasures, the application of segmented AD and the transformer coupling, were
tried to reduce the noise level.

4.1 Application of segmented AD

A prototype of segmented 5-ch f20 mm AD (Fig. 7) was developed. Each channel is amplified
by an isolated trans-impedance preamplifier and all the signal are summed to the output (Fig. 8).
The lower input capacitance makes it easier to develop a high speed preamplifier with low noise
level.

5-ch AD in HPD

20 mm

Ch 1
Ch 2
Ch 3Ch 4

Ch 5

Figure 7: 5-ch f20 mm AD.
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Figure 8: The HPD system with multi-ch AD.

Comparing with the 50 cm HPD with f5 mm AD, the 50 cm HPD with 5-ch f20 mm AD has
a slightly slower response and a worse 1 p.e. resolution (Tab. 2), which is caused by the large AD
junction capacitance. In fact, even though the capacitance in each channel is reduced to 1/5 (i.e.
160 pF), it is still larger than that of f5 mm AD (60 pF). Nevertheless, the AD with more channels
are not developed because of the difficulty in the pin arrangement and the smaller effective area
due to more isolate trench between each channel. Currently, the 1 p.e. resolution of the 50 cm HPD
with 5-ch f20 mm AD is better than that of Super-K PMT, although its response is still slower than
that of Super-K PMT (Tab. 2).

4.2 Application of coupling transformer

Coupling transformer can be used to suppress the noise gain of the preamplifier by reducing
the capacitance seen by the amplifier [5]. The performance of coupling transformer is tested on a
prototype of the 50 cm HPD with 1-ch f14.7 mm AD at first.

We compared the pulse shape (Fig. 10), the integral charge distribution (Tab. 3) of the 50 cm
HPD signal with and without the coupling transformer with a bombardment voltage (HV) of 11
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NIM	A	605	(2009)	293-300	

! Late pulse: pulses arriving at 10–80 ns after the main pulse,
when the main pulse is not present.
! After pulse 1: spurious pulses arriving at 10–80 ns after the

main pulse.

! After pulse 2: spurious pulses arriving at 80 ns–16ms after the
main pulse.

Late pulses and After pulses 1 differ in that the former are
believed to arise from photoelectron backscattering on the first
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Fig. 8. The timing distribution of the single photon for each anode in the ZF0025 sample. Each channel corresponds to 25 ps.

Table 3
Summary of the ZF0025 photomultiplier properties at a HV of 1550 V.

Anode A1 A2 A3 A4

P=V 3.03 3.09 2.95 2.75

Gain ["107] 5.0 5.4 5.0 3.9

RSE (%) (sigma) 33.6 30.6 37.3 35.2
TT (ns) 105 106 106 105
TTS (ns) (FWHM) 4.6 4.0 3.5 4.2

Fig. 9. The adopted definition of pre- and after pulses.
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Fig. 10. The time distribution of the Type 1 After pulse for anode A1 in the ZF0025
sample.
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only one anode that differs by ! 25% due to the quality of the
dynodes. The prototype performances are fully in line with the
KM3NeT specification. By scanning the photocathode surface with
a thin light beam we verified that there is less than 3% cross-talk
between the prototype anodes. The cross-talk is mainly generated

by the capacitive coupling of the four dynodic chains and could be
further reduced with a pulse shape analysis using a dedicated
electronics. Finally the shape of the first dynode allows the
photocathode surface to be enlarged providing 20% more collected
light compared to a standard Hamamatsu 10-in. photomultiplier.
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Fig. 13. The local response of the photocathode to a single photoelectron for each anode of the ZF0025 prototype.

Fig. 14. The effect of the coupling between the four ZF0025 dynodic chains. C1 represents the active anode. C2, C3 and C4 are plotted in a "10 expanded scale to enhance
the effect. Each division on the x axis corresponds to 10 ns.

S. Aiello et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 605 (2009) 293–300 299

Possible	posi.on/direc.on	sensi.ve		
detec.on	in	a	single	sensor	

dynodes, and the latter are believed to originate from the
ionization of the residual gas atoms and the atoms adsorbed by
the first dynode surface.

A typical distribution of After pulses 1 and 2 is reported in
Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. A summary of the spurious pulses is given
in Table 4. The values represent the ratio of the number of spurious
pulses to the number of main pulses, expressed as percentages.

3.3. The local response

To be used in a direction-sensitive optical module the multi-
anodic photomultiplier should be able to identify precisely the
position of the photocathode emission point. Therefore the
response of the photomultiplier was studied for each anode
individually, by illuminating the photocathode area with a single-
photon pulsed beam with 5 mm-diameter. A scan of the photo-
cathode surface was performed using a 324-points grid.

The angle definition adopted to represent the results is shown
in Fig. 12. In Fig. 13 the area of the single photon peak is reported
for each anode. The area includes all the events with a charge
corresponding to more than 1/3 photoelectrons. The largest
measured values are represented in red and the smallest, equal
to less than 2% of the largest measured value, in blue. Comparing
the response of the four anodes it is evident that each anode is
sensitive to approximately one-fourth of the photocathode area
with small differences in the shape of the transition region
between the various quarters.

In Fig. 13 it can also be observed that each anode shows a
residual sensitivity (in the order of few %) to the remaining
photocathode area. This could affect the performance of the
direction-sensitive optical module. Therefore we investigated the
origin of the effect in more detail using the oscilloscope to
monitor the shape of the four anode signals when the centre of
the photocathode sector connected to anode A1 is illuminated. In
Fig. 14 the shape of the signals is reported. The effect is shown for
a laser intensity corresponding to an average of 15 photo-
electrons, but it is the same for the whole dynamic range
studied. The figure shows that, in coincidence with the regular
unipolar signal, the coupling between the dynodic chains
generates three oscillating parasitic outputs. The parasitic
signals have amplitudes of approximately 16% of the regular
signal and a charge ! 3% of the good one. Therefore the residual
sensitivity that appears in Fig. 13 is largely related to those
parasitic signals that exceed the thresholds of the acquisition
system. We expect to reduce the cross-talk by analysing the
different shapes of the parasitic signals and work is currently in
progress on the design of an electronic board dedicated to this
task.

It is worth noting that if the measurements reported in Fig. 13
are compared with the typical surface of the standard photo-
cathode as reported in Fig. 15 the result is that the effective
photocathode area extends up to the geometrical limit of the
photomultiplier hemisphere, while the standard 10-in.
photomultiplier shows a reduced surface. From purely
geometrical considerations we have estimated that the
prototype could collect up to 20% more light.

We are presently developing an optical module equipped with
the 4-anodic prototype in order to measure how the directionality
and the larger sensitive area could improve the performance of
this device. The results will be reported and discussed in a further
paper.

4. Conclusions

We tested two prototypes of a large area (10-in.) hemispherical
multianodic photomultiplier manufactured by Hamamatsu. The
measurements show good linearity up to 100 photoelectrons, a
gain higher than 107 and a gain uniformity better than 10% with
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Fig. 11. The time distribution of the Type 2 After pulse for anode A1 in the ZF0025
sample.

Table 4
Summary of spurious pulses for sample ZF0025.

Anode A1 A2 A3 A4

Pre-pulses (%) 0.05 0.18 0.24 0.05
Late pulses (%) 7.74 7.96 7.14 6.50
After pulses 1 (%) 1.57 1.91 1.68 1.22
After pulses 2 (%) 10.87 12.53 13.49 10.41

Fig. 12. The reference system adopted in the measurements. In the top-right the
hemispherical surface of the photocathode is shown: the photomultiplier is
aligned along the y-axis and the top of the photocathode corresponds to y ¼ 90#

and f ¼ 90# . The circle represents the shape of the photomultiplier as seen from a
point along the y-axis. The correspondence between the angles and the four
anodes is also shown.
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10-inch	Hamamatsu	R7081	with	4	separate	dynode	with	common	HV.		

A. Bersani, on behalf  of  the NEMO Collaboration

INFN Sezione di Genova, via Dodecaneso 33, I-16146 Genova, Italy
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Abstract
The NEMO (NEutrino Mediterranean Observatory) Project studies new 
technologies for the construction of a km3-scale neutrino telescope in the 
Mediterranean Sea, in the KM3NeT framework. The telescope goal is the 
investigation of the high energy component of the cosmic  neutrino 
spectrum: this is a promising tool to better understand the mechanisms 
that  originate the extreme energy cosmic rays.
Neutrino energy and direction is reconstructed collecting the Cherenkov 
light produced in water by the muon coming from a neutrino interacion.
Two prototypes of a new large area (10") 4-anodic photomultiplier, studied 
by INFN Genova Division, and manufactured by Hamamatsu, on purpose 
of the NEMO Collaboration, will be used for the first time to detect the 
direction of  the detected Cherenkov light at the NEMO Capo Passero site.

Istituto Nazionale di 

Fisica Nazionale

Sezione di Genova

NEMO Site

NEMO will feature 
81 instrumented towers

 ~ 600 m high
 16 floor, 4 PMT per floor

Detector 
Requirement

Conventional 
R7081-20

Multianodic 
Prototype

Nominal Voltage < 2000 V 1340 V 1550 V

Gain 5.00E+07 5.00E+07 5.00E+07

Peak to Valley Ratio > 2 2.8 ~ 3

Dark Noise < 10000 Hz 910 Hz ~1200 Hz

TTS < 4 ns 3 ns ~ 4 ns

Standard Optical Module Features:
 a 17” pressure resistant glass sphere
 a Hamamatsu R7081-20 10”, high gain PMT (or equivalent)
 electronics for readout and signal conditioning

A Direction Sensitive OM is presented here:
 the same 17” pressure resistant glass sphere
 a 10”, 4-anodic, high gain PMT coupled to the sphere with a proper 
plexiglas light guide, 
redesigned electronics to be compatible with standard readout

OM Integration is Underway in Genova
The light guide was designed and realized

Several different materials to do the reflective coating were characterized
A dedicated voltage divider and signal preprocessor was realized
The prototype OM will be integrated and measured in the next months

10” 4-anodic Hamamatsu Prototype Performances

Response was measured at Hamamatsu and INFN LNS:
~20% more light than the standard 10” PMT
a very good focusing was achieved (cross talk ~ 1%)
peak to valley ratio is slightly better than conventional PMT
transit time spread is equivalent to single anode PMT

Final Performance Comparison

Several calculations of the effect 
of the directional OM on the km3 
telescope were done

A dedicated study to optimize 
the performaces is needed

A significant improvement, 
up to a factor of 2 at low 
energies, was already 
achieved

A prototype for a directional OM for undersea neutrino telescopes was 
developed in Genova INFN Division, in the framework of the NEMO 
Collaboration, as an R&D for KM3NeT

Reconstruction code optimization is underway, and preliminary 
results are very encouraging
Two prototypes will be installed in NEMO Capo Passero site
This work was realized in collaboration with INFN LNS
We thank Katia Fratini, Mauro Taiuti, Vladimirt Kulikovsky for the 
valuable help

A. Bersani, on behalf  of  the NEMO Collaboration

INFN Sezione di Genova, via Dodecaneso 33, I-16146 Genova, Italy
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l Many	digital	opKcal	modules	were	developed	for	
deep	sea	/	south	pole	experiments.		

l CombinaKon	of	small	sensors	works	as	a	large	
aperture	photodetector	unit.	
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NEVOD	

IceCube	(1)	

IceCube-Gen2	(24ch)	 KM3NeT	(31ch)	

Idea	of	construcKon	of	quasispherical	modules	from	
PMTs	with	flat	photocathodes	was	presented	at	
Cosmic	Ray	Conference	in	Kyoto	in	1979		
(Borog	V.V.	et	al.,	Proc.	16th	ICRC,	1979	10,	380)	

Russian	PMTs	FEU-49,	
FEU-125	(now,	FEU-200)	



  

● Can mPMTs enhance HK physics as a complement of 20’’ PMTs-?

● Smaller size-: Better PID,
Better reconstruction near wall 5 Increase FV. 

● Better timing resolution: better vertex 
resolution 5 enhanced momentum resolution.

● Dark rate in negative HV = 200Hz: 
5 Signal/Noise ratio ~ 20’’.

● Dark rate in positive HV S 100Hz: 
S/N ~ 2 x 20’’5 Can probe lower energies-?

● Cons-: 5 Less e<ective coverage than 20’’.

I-Overview of the T2K Experiment
2

mPMT modules for Hyper-K
7
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14Benjamin Quilain
MPMT designIntermediate	Water	Cherenkov	Detector	



l Various	large	aperture	photodetectors		
	 	are	being	considered	and	being	ready		
	 	 	 	for	coming	neutrino	experiments.		

l Other	possible	ways	to	enhance	photons	
¡ Mirror	
¡ Wavelength	shixer	
¡ Photon	trapping	

l Key	for	next	generaKon		
	 	 	beyond	current	running	projects	
¡ Low	cost	and	easy	mass	producKon	
¡ High	pressure	tolerance	and	long-term	stability	
¡ There	is	a	room	to	improve	photo-detecKon	more.	
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